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Abstract The main aim of this study is to compare the amount of twist present in emerg-
ing active regions (ARs) from photospheric and coronal data. We use linear force-free field
models of the observed coronal structure of ARs to determine the global twist. The coro-
nal twist is derived, on one hand, from the force-free parameter [α] of the model and, on
the other, from the computed coronal magnetic helicity normalized by the magnetic flux
squared. We compare our results, for the same set of ARs, with those of Poisson et al. (So-
lar Phys. 290, 727, 2015), in which the twist was estimated using the so-called magnetic
tongues observed in line-of-sight magnetograms during AR emergence. We corroborate the
agreement between the photospheric and coronal twist-sign and the presence of magnetic
tongues as an early proxy of the AR non-potentiality. We find a globally linear relationship
between the coronal twist and the one previously deduced for the emerging AR flux rope
at the photospheric level. The coronal-twist value is typically lower by a factor of six than
the one deduced for the emerging flux rope. We interpret this result as due to the partial
emergence of the flux rope that forms the region.

Keywords Active regions: magnetic fields · Active regions: structure · Corona: models ·
Helicity: magnetic

1. Introduction

The magnetic-field generation and amplification in the solar interior, i.e. the solar dynamo, is
thought to be responsible for the production of non-potential or twisted flux-tubes (i.e. flux
ropes, see, e.g., Fan, 2009). These concentrated magnetic fields carry an important amount of
magnetic helicity from the convective zone to the solar atmosphere through their emergence
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at the photospheric level as active regions (ARs). The presence of magnetic helicity in the
Sun is evident from observed features such as sunspot whorls, the spatial organization of
fibrils and feet or barbs of filaments, and the sigmoidal distribution of coronal loops in
ARs, among others (Démoulin and Pariat, 2009). The origin of the helicity, which is due
to the action of turbulent helical motions in the solar interior, is strongly suggested by the
hemispherical chirality rule that is in general satisfied by these features (Pevtsov et al.,
2014).

From the theoretical side, the presence of twist in emerging magnetic-flux tubes is a
necessary condition for their ability to survive the transit across the convective zone (Emonet
and Moreno-Insertis, 1998; Fan, 2001). More recently, numerical studies have found that
the twist also plays a role in the process by which the flux tubes cross the interface between
the solar interior and the photosphere (Hood, Archontis, and MacTaggart, 2012). Detailed
observations of the first stages of emergence at the photosphere, while broadly confirming
these theoretical and numerical results, also show a complex process where the main flux
rope is split into many thin ones at the photospheric level before reorganizing to a more
coherent magnetic configuration in the corona (Pariat et al., 2004; Valori et al., 2012; Vargas
Domínguez, van Driel-Gesztelyi, and Bellot Rubio, 2012).

The helicity in twisted emerging structures is related to the presence of electric currents
and, therefore, to the free magnetic-energy content of these structures. That is why ARs
with a highly twisted coronal structure are prone to produce active phenomena, such as
flares and coronal mass ejections (CMEs), in larger numbers and with higher energies (see,
e.g., Tziotziou, Georgoulis, and Raouafi, 2012; Szajko et al., 2013). Much of the magnetic
helicity produced in the Sun is ultimately removed by the ejection of magnetic structures
into the interplanetary medium in the form of CMEs (Mandrini et al., 2004; Démoulin and
Pariat, 2009).

In a recent article (Poisson et al., 2015), we thoroughly studied a particular photospheric
feature associated with the presence of twist in ARs: the so-called magnetic tongues (or
tails), which appear as deformations of the main polarities in photospheric magnetograms
of emerging bipolar ARs. Assuming that ARs are produced by the emergence of �-shaped
magnetic-flux tubes, the presence of twist implies that the field lines wrap around the main
axis of the tube, producing a non-null azimuthal component. The projection of this azimuthal
component on the line-of-sight (LOS) direction is the cause of the observed magnetic-
polarity deformations or tongues. Poisson et al. (2015) defined and studied a series of param-
eters to characterize magnetic tongues during the emergence of bipolar ARs. In particular,
we developed a procedure to study the evolution of the angle that the polarity inversion
line (PIL) forms with the direction orthogonal to the main axis of the AR bipole (i.e. the
line that joins the barycenters of the positive and negative polarities as defined by López
Fuentes et al., 2000). This so-called tongue angle has a zero value for an untwisted flux
tube and grows monotonically as a function of the flux-tube twist. The sign of the tongue
angle was shown to be consistent with the helicity sign derived from photospheric-helicity
flux injection (computed from magnetogram time series), from sheared coronal loops, from
sigmoids, from flare ribbons, and/or from the associated magnetic cloud observed in situ at
1 AU (Luoni et al., 2011).

Although the transfer of magnetic helicity from the convective zone into the corona can
be complex because magnetic helicity is an almost-conserved quantity in resistive plasmas
with a high magnetic Reynolds number (Berger, 1984), we expect that at least its sign at the
photosphere should be conserved at the coronal level. Previous works have addressed this
question by comparing the sign of the force-free parameter [α] of the photospheric currents
computed from vector magnetograms to the sign derived by fitting a linear force-free model
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to the observed chromospheric fibrils and coronal loops (Burnette, Canfield, and Pevtsov,
2004; Gosain, Démoulin, and López Fuentes, 2014).

In this article, we focus again on the analysis of the twist of the same set of ARs studied
by Poisson et al. (2015). Our motivation is to go one step farther and quantitatively analyze
the relation between the twist determined at the photospheric level to that inferred from
coronal magnetic-field modeling. A major assumption of our analysis is that an AR results
from the emergence of a flux rope (see Poisson et al., 2015).

In Section 2 we describe the data used in this article. In Section 3 we provide a description
of the method followed to model the coronal structure of the observed ARs. In Section 4 we
relate the force-free parameter derived from the coronal model with two different definitions
of the number of turns that we associate with the coronal twist. In Section 5 we present
and discuss our results, and finally, we compare them with the number of turns derived by
Poisson et al. (2015) using magnetic tongues. We conclude in Section 6.

2. Data Description

We used data from the Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI: Scherrer et al., 1995) and the
EUV Imaging Telescope (EIT: Delaboudinière et al., 1995), both onboard the Solar and
Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) for most of the studied ARs. For two of them, we used
data from the Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI: Scherrer et al., 2012) and the At-
mospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA: Lemen et al., 2012). MDI and HMI provide LOS mag-
netograms, which were used to extrapolate the photospheric magnetic field to the corona
following the procedure described in Section 3. EIT and AIA images in the 171, 195, and
284 Å channels that are nearly cotemporal with the magnetogram were used to compare the
observed AR coronal structure with the modeled field lines to find the best-fit parameters.
The set of ARs in this article is the same as was used by Poisson et al. (2015, see Table 1).
The first and second columns of Table 1 show the NOAA numbers and the observation dates
and times of the analyzed ARs. These dates were chosen following the criteria discussed
in Section 3. The data were processed and coaligned using the tools available in the Solar
Software package. As explained by Poisson et al. (2015), the LOS component of the mag-
netic field provided by the magnetograms is projected onto the local vertical component (the
normal to the photosphere).

3. Linear Force-Free Field Model

In this section we describe the method that we followed to determine the α-parameter that
was used to quantify the twist of the ARs. The procedure consists of the linear force-free
extrapolation into the corona of the photospheric magnetograms. The computation is based
on a fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the equation

∇ × B = αB, (1)

where B is the magnetic field and α is a constant (Alissandrakis, 1981). Using the mag-
netograms as photospheric boundary condition, the extrapolation code provides for a given
value of the α-parameter the three components of the magnetic field on each mesh point of
a gridded computational box that corresponds to the coronal volume occupied by the AR.
Using models with different values of α, we integrated and traced sets of field lines that were
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compared with coronal loops observed with EIT or AIA. The value of α that best matched
the observed coronal loops was used to quantify the AR twist (see Section 4). The fitting
procedure itself consists of selecting sets of points along the observed loops. The best model
is the one that minimizes the distance between the modeled field lines and the selected loop
points. A detailed description of the procedure is provided by Green et al. (2002) (see also
López Fuentes, Klimchuk, and Démoulin, 2006; Gosain, Démoulin, and López Fuentes,
2014). Since for AR coronal fields the force-free Equation (1) is nonlinear (i.e. α is not a
constant), the best α-value found here is a compromise to best fit on average the different
observed loops. For the main objective of the present work, which is to quantify the global
twist of an AR, the linear approximation and then obtaining a single representative α-value
is appropriate. We recall that the ARs analyzed here belong to the set used by Poisson et al.
(2015). The main objective in that article was to develop a method for characterizing the
effect of the magnetic tongues on photospheric magnetograms using the direction of the
PIL. That is why the selected ARs are bipolar, because their relative simplicity facilitates
the determination of the PIL. The fact that the ARs are not complex further justifies the use
of a constant α. In very complex ARs this approximation would be more difficult to sustain.

The computation code uses as a boundary condition the component of the magnetic field
that is normal to the photosphere (see Section 2). The procedure for obtaining the normal
component is less reliable when the AR is farther from the center of the solar disk, since
in that case the unknown contribution of the transverse components of the field becomes
increasingly larger. Therefore, the closer the AR is to the center of the disk, the better is the
approximation of projecting the field in the local vertical direction. Our first criterion for the
choice of the observation date for the extrapolations is, then, that the AR must be as close to
central meridian passage (CMP) as possible in the available data set.

The second criterion is based on the amount of emerged magnetic flux of the AR. It is
expected that the twist be much better defined around the time of maximum photospheric
flux. Before the maximum magnetic flux is reached, the AR is still emerging and its twist
has not been entirely injected into the corona. Eruptive flaring can remove twist during the
full AR lifetime, while after the maximum flux the observed structure relaxes, due in part to
the dispersion of the field. Both effects result in an increasingly weaker twist. However, all
effects taken into account, the closer the analysis to the date of maximum magnetic flux, the
stronger the expected signal for the twist determination.

The compromise between the two criteria discussed above implies that for the analysis
we should choose the as date of maximum magnetic flux whenever the AR was not farther
than 40 heliographic degrees from the CMP. If at the date of maximum flux the AR was
outside that spatial range, we chose a date closer to the maximum flux within that range. In
any case, the magnetic flux of the AR at the date of the analysis cannot be below 70 % of
the maximum flux. All of the ARs in Table 1 fulfill these criteria at the chosen dates.

In Figures 1 – 3 we show examples of modeled coronal structures for some of the ARs
listed in Table 1. Each figure presents two ARs (upper and lower panels), so that for each
AR the left panel corresponds to the EUV image and the right panel shows the modeled
structure represented by field lines (in red) integrated using the best-fitting magnetic model.
Figure 1 shows two examples of ARs with negative twist: AR 10440 (panels a and b) and
AR 10569 (panels c and d). Figure 2 corresponds to ARs with positive twist: AR 10900
(panels a and b) and AR 10987 (panels c and d). In all cases, the shape of the field lines and
observed loops determines the twist sign. Finally, in Figure 3, the upper panels (a and b)
correspond to AR 10664, an AR whose magnetic structure is very close to potential, and the
lower panels (c and d) show an example of an AR (11141) observed with SDO/AIA.

Following the procedure and criteria described in this section, we determined the best
values of α for all of the analyzed ARs listed in Table 1. It is worth mentioning that not
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Figure 1 Examples of ARs with negative twist. (a) SOHO/EIT image of AR 10440 in the 195 Å channel,
obtained on 22 August 2003 at 19:11 UT. (b) Best-fitting model corresponding to α = −1.9 × 10−2 Mm−1.
(c) SOHO/EIT image of AR 10569 in 195 Å, obtained on 07 March 2004 at 08:03 UT. (d) Model correspond-
ing to α = −2.4 × 10−2 Mm−1. In all panels the colored contours correspond to photospheric magnetic-field
values of 100 G and 500 G. Continuous magenta lines indicate a positive field and green lines correspond to
a negative field. In panels b and d the sets of computed field lines are shown in red. Coordinate units are Mm.

all of the 41 ARs studied by Poisson et al. (2015) have been considered in the present
analysis. ARs NOAA 10727, 10828, and 11005 were not included either because EIT data
are not available for the dates required by our selection criteria or because the visibility of
the coronal loops is not good enough to allow us to determine a reliable best value of α.

4. The Twist as the Number of Turns

Poisson et al. (2015) used the number of turns of a hypothetical emerging magnetic flux-
tube as a measure of the AR twist. Here, we follow the same concept, but using linear force-
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Figure 2 Examples of ARs with positive twist. (a) SOHO/EIT image of AR 10900 in the 284 Å channel,
obtained on 19 July 2007 at 01:36 UT. (b) Best-fitting model corresponding to α = 6.3 × 10−3 Mm−1.
(c) SOHO/EIT image of AR 10987 in 195 Å, obtained on 27 March 2008 at 12:47 UT. (d) Model correspond-
ing to α = 1.6 × 10−2 Mm−1. In all panels colored contours correspond to photospheric magnetic-field
levels of 100 G and 500 G. Continuous magenta lines indicate a positive field and green lines correspond to
a negative field. In panels b and d the sets of field lines are shown in red. Coordinate units are Mm.

free field (LFFF) models. In the next subsections, we explore different ways to establish a
relation between the α-parameter and the twist defined as the number of turns.

4.1. Magnetic Helicity from LFFF Extrapolations

The magnetic helicity [H ] is directly computed from the LFFF model (Berger, 1985). This
has been explored by Démoulin et al. (2002) and Green et al. (2002). In the Appendix of
the latter article we analyzed the dependence of the magnetic helicity as a function of α and
the contribution of the components of the different Fourier modes. The helicity expression
presented there (see their Equation (10)) corresponds to the relative helicity with respect to
the potential solution of the field with the same photospheric boundary (vertical component
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Figure 3 (a) SOHO/EIT image in the 195 Å channel of AR 10664, obtained on 23 August 2004 at 11:11
UT. The observed coronal structure of this AR is very close to potential. (b) Best-fitting model corresponding
to α = 3.1×10−3 Mm−1. (c) SDO/AIA image of AR 11141 in the 171 Å band, obtained on 01 January 2011
at 19:00 UT. (d) Model corresponding to α = −9.4 × 10−3 Mm−1. In all panels colored contours correspond
to photospheric magnetic-field levels of 100 G and 500 G. Continuous magenta lines indicate a positive field
and green lines correspond to a negative field. In panels b and d the sets of field lines are shown in red.
Coordinate units are Mm.

of the magnetic field). The use of the relative helicity avoids the known gauge-dependence
problem when computing H (see Berger, 1984). Démoulin et al. (2002) and Green et al.
(2002) introduced a linearized form of the helicity expression (see, e.g., Equation (11) in
the latter article) to avoid the unrealistic growth of H as it diverges when α approaches
its resonant values. We remark that all of the best values of α in the LFFF models of this
article stay below the resonant values. A typographical error (a factor 2) was present in
Equation (11) of Green et al. (2002); this was corrected in Mandrini et al. (2005). The
correct expression is

H = α

Nx∑

nx=0

Ny∑

ny=0

|B̃2
nx ,ny

|
(k2

x + k2
y)

3/2
, (2)

where the mode nx = ny = 0 (uniform field) has no contribution (B̃0,0 is set to zero), B̃nx ,ny

is the Fourier amplitude of the harmonic (nx, ny), kx = 2πnx/L, ky = 2πny/L, L being the
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horizontal extension of the computational box. In this work, we used this linearized form to
compute H (Table 1).

The magnetic helicity of a uniformly twisted flux tube with N turns and an axial magnetic
flux � is N�2 (e.g. Berger, 1999). This expression neglects the contribution of the writhe,
which is the helicity associated with the flux-tube deformation as a whole. Then, we defined
a number of turns associated with the helicity computed from the LFFF model as

NH = H

�2
. (3)

We used the notation NH to distinguish this definition of the number of turns from the one
given by Poisson et al. (2015) [Nt]. Table 1 shows the values of NH computed using Equa-
tion (3) from the helicities listed in the corresponding column.

The magnetic flux [�] used corresponds to the unsigned mean of the positive and nega-
tive flux of the AR computed as follows. We selected rectangular boxes from the full-disk
magnetograms, which we call observational boxes, with similar relative sizes for all ARs. In
all cases, we computed � considering only the flux belonging exclusively to the AR, so that
the observational boxes were set to have the minimum possible size that contains the rele-
vant flux. Since the observed magnetic flux of the positive and negative polarities of an AR
are in general unbalanced, an error is expected in the computed mean flux. To characterize
the typical flux imbalance of the ARs in our set, we defined the relative imbalance as the
absolute value of the difference between the unsigned positive and negative fluxes divided
by the computed mean flux (|�+ − |�−||/�). If we consider the relative error in the flux as
one half of the relative flux imbalance (�� = |�+ − |�−||/2), then the mean relative error
of the flux for the 38 ARs in our set is approximately 0.05; 26 ARs are below that value and
only five are above 0.1. If we consider only the effect of � (neglecting the effect of H ) on
the error of NH, a simple propagation from Equation (3) indicates that the relative error in
NH is equal to twice the relative error in �. Therefore, as a rough estimate, the mean relative
error in NH due to the flux imbalance, for the ARs in our set is approximately 0.1.

It is important to indicate here that H is calculated in a computational box that is larger
than that used to compute �. This is because the periodic boundary conditions of the FFT
method require imposing a low-field area around the observed magnetogram to avoid alias-
ing effects (Alissandrakis, 1981). Therefore, the computation of H , which is done for the
full computational box, overestimates the actual magnetic-helicity content of the AR. More-
over, since in an LFFF model the largest structures are the most important contributors to the
helicity, all long field lines artificially included in this box further increase the helicity over-
estimation. In Section 5 we discuss the implications of this approximation for the robustness
of NH as a proxy of the ARs twist.

4.2. Linear Force-Free Flux-Rope: The Lundquist Solution

In this section we discuss how the α-parameter from the LFFF model can be related to the
concept of twist in a simple configuration, such as a straight cylindrical flux rope. Our aim
is to provide a more geometrical interpretation of the number of turns and to compare this
approach with the results computed using Equation (3).

We used the classical solution for the magnetic field of a cylindrical force-free flux rope
with constant α, known as the Lundquist solution (see, e.g., Sturrock, 1994):

B = (Br,Bθ ,Bz) = B0
(
0, J1(αr), J0(αr)

)
, (4)
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where B0 is the magnetic-field intensity at the axis of the rope, and J0 and J1 are the Bessel
functions of order 0 and 1. Given the radial and azimuthal components of the field, the twist
(expressed as an angle per unit length) of the flux rope is

b(r) = dθ

dz
= 1

r

Bθ

Bz

. (5)

Then, for the Lundquist flux rope,

b(r) = J1(αr)

rJ0(αr)
. (6)

The above equation diverges as J0 tends to its first root (αr ≈ 2.4), but for lower r values
(αr � 1), it can be shown that b(r) ≈ α/2 (see also Longcope and Welsch, 2000). Since
b(r) is the angle in radians per unit length, the number of turns in a rope of length L is

Nα = bL

2π
≈ αL

4π
. (7)

Here we use the subscript α to distinguish this value from NH in Equation (3).
The above computation considers the simple case of a straight flux rope. However, the

emerging flux-ropes that form ARs are thought to have a toroidal shape (similar to the Greek
letter �). Computing the twist in the case of a bent � flux-rope would be more complicated,
because in that case the field lines would be deformed by the redistribution of the magnetic
tension and the torques associated with the flux-rope bending. Nevertheless, to provide a
simple relation between the twist and α in the framework of the present analysis, we deem
the above expression enough. As a rough approximation, the above straight flux tube can
be geometrically bent into half a torus. For an ideal bipolar AR with its main polarities
separated by a distance D, the length of half the torus is therefore πD/2. Then,

Nα = αD

8
. (8)

The separation of the polarities [D] is computed as the distance between the barycenters of
the positive and negative polarities (see López Fuentes et al., 2000) for values of the radial-
field component above 10 G. The previous expression can be compared with a similar result
by Pevtsov, Maleev, and Longcope (2003, see, in particular, their Equation (1)), in which
8 is replaced by 2π . For comparison with the previous result, in Appendix A we analyze
the case of a flux tube with constant twist, the so-called Gold–Hoyle flux-tube solution. We
show that, although for the Gold–Hoyle model α is a function of the position across the flux-
tube radius, under reasonable approximations Equation (8) still holds. In the last column of
Table 1 we list the values of Nα computed from Equation (8) for the set of analyzed ARs.

5. ARs Twist from Magnetic Tongues and LFFF Models

In this section we analyze our results and compare them with those obtained by Poisson et al.
(2015). Table 1 lists the ARs ordered by NOAA number, the observation dates and times
of the magnetograms used as boundary conditions of the LFFF models, the AR positions in
heliographic coordinates, the best α-values and the relative helicities [H ] computed from the
models, the unsigned magnetic fluxes of the ARs [�], the distances between the barycenters
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Table 1 List of ARs and the corresponding parameters (see Section 5 for a detailed description of the table
contents).

AR
Numb.

Obs. Date [UT] AR Hel.
Position

α

[10−2 Mm−1]
H

[1042 Mx2]
�

[1022 Mx]
D

[Mm]
Nt NH Nα

10268 SOL2003-01-23T17:38 W02 N13 −1.88 −0.52 0.32 17.4 −0.83 −0.05 −0.04

10274 SOL2003-02-04T01:35 W10 S07 1.26 1.03 0.38 32.9 0.57 0.07 0.05

10311 SOL2003-03-13T06:27 W00 S12 −0.31 −0.94 0.68 45.0 −0.18 −0.02 −0.02

10319 SOL2003-03-29T06:24 W20 N12 0.00 0.00 1.92 82.9 −0.09 0.00 0.00

10323 SOL2003-03-31T19:15 W28 S08 0.63 26.7 1.86 78.7 0.24 0.08 0.06

10344 SOL2003-04-27T19:12 E01 N16 0.63 8.24 1.46 52.7 0.11 0.04 0.04

10349 SOL2003-05-01T06:27 W00 S15 −0.13 −12.8 3.13 76.3 −0.13 −0.01 −0.01

10381 SOL2003-06-13T12:46 E02 S18 −1.88 −6.12 0.83 40.4 −0.31 −0.09 −0.10

10385 SOL2003-06-18T06:26 W00 N28 0.31 0.89 0.54 56.2 0.26 0.03 0.02

10391 SOL2003-06-24T22:22 W10 N15 −0.31 −1.00 0.65 50.3 −0.30 −0.02 −0.02

10415 SOL2003-07-20T12:46 E21 N13 0.94 2.98 0.71 48.1 −0.19 0.06 0.06

10440 SOL2003-08-22T19:11 W05 S08 −1.88 −4.19 0.57 42.8 −0.17 −0.13 −0.10

10441 SOL2003-08-25T06:27 E02 N12 −0.63 −1.85 0.74 40.0 −0.16 −0.03 −0.03

10445 SOL2003-08-27T01:35 E20 N08 −0.63 −1.76 0.71 36.5 −0.26 −0.03 −0.03

10456 SOL2003-09-12T06:24 W37 S08 0.94 10.9 1.17 56.4 0.26 0.08 0.07

10488 SOL2003-10-29T15:59 W12 N07 0.31 22.7 3.60 55.2 −0.06 0.02 0.02

10495 SOL2003-11-01T09:35 E00 S22 −1.57 −8.82 0.81 62.8 −0.63 −0.13 −0.12

10547 SOL2004-02-01T19:11 W10 S10 −1.76 −1.98 0.52 36.4 −0.40 −0.07 −0.08

10565 SOL2004-02-26T12:51 W02 S04 0.63 6.43 0.96 67.5 0.46 0.07 0.05

10569 SOL2004-03-07T08:03 W03 S12 −2.45 −1.76 0.35 46.9 −0.10 −0.15 −0.14

10617 SOL2004-05-19T19:11 W15 S10 −0.31 −1.19 0.59 45.5 −0.05 −0.03 −0.02

10664 SOL2004-08-23T11:11 E04 S10 0.31 2.06 0.76 82.6 1.23 0.04 0.03

10692 SOL2004-10-27T01:39 W00 S18 −0.31 −0.51 0.39 75.7 −0.40 −0.03 −0.03

10747 SOL2005-04-05T01:39 W34 S07 −0.63 −4.02 0.71 58.7 −0.05 −0.08 −0.05

10837 SOL2005-12-20T19:12 W16 S10 −1.26 −8.96 0.89 61.4 −0.10 −0.11 −0.10

10879 SOL2006-05-03T12:47 E00 N16 −0.94 −0.58 0.31 34.6 −0.22 −0.06 −0.04

10900 SOL2006-07-19T01:36 W13 S04 0.63 1.51 0.52 57.3 0.57 0.06 0.04

10955 SOL2007-05-11T11:11 E01 S09 0.63 1.45 0.55 54.6 0.19 0.05 0.04

10971 SOL2007-09-29T12:51 W00 N02 0.63 0.10 0.19 29.4 0.27 0.03 0.02

10987 SOL2008-03-27T12:47 E01 S07 1.57 6.51 0.74 59.5 0.04 0.12 0.12

11007 SOL2008-11-02T19:15 W22 N36 −1.26 −1.20 0.34 45.0 −0.38 −0.11 −0.07

11010 SOL2009-01-12T07:59 W01 N20 −1.51 −0.82 0.30 43.0 −0.16 −0.09 −0.08

11024 SOL2009-07-07T06:24 W30 S25 −0.94 −8.31 0.79 73.3 −0.19 −0.13 −0.09

11027 SOL2009-09-25T12:47 W03 N23 −0.94 −0.82 0.33 60.6 −0.13 −0.07 −0.07

11043 SOL2010-02-02T19:15 W03 N25 1.57 0.96 0.26 47.8 0.54 0.14 0.09

11049 SOL2010-02-20T12:51 W32 S20 −0.31 −0.92 0.50 55.2 −0.09 −0.04 −0.02

11141 SOL2011-01-01T19:00 W20 N35 −0.94 −0.79 0.28 58.2 −0.25 −0.10 −0.07

11142 SOL2011-01-04T15:01 W00 S14 0.31 0.58 0.45 59.1 0.27 0.03 0.02

of the positive and negative polarities [D], the numbers of turns obtained from the magnetic
tongues [Nt], the numbers of turns computed from H using Equation (3), and the numbers of
turns computed directly from α using Equation (8). The helicity, magnetic-flux, and distance
values in the list are consistent with those obtained for ARs in other articles (López Fuentes
et al., 2003; Holder et al., 2004; Yang, Zhang, and Büchner, 2009, see also references in
Démoulin and Pariat, 2009 and Pevtsov et al., 2014).

In Figure 4 we plot Nα vs. NH. The clear linear relation between the two parameters
shows that the approximations considered to obtain Equation (8) are reasonable. A linear
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Figure 4 Number of turns [Nα ],
obtained from Equation (8), vs.
NH, obtained from Equation (3),
for the ARs listed in Table 1. The
dashed line corresponds to a
linear regression of the data.

Figure 5 Number of turns [Nα ] from Equation (8) vs. Nt from Poisson et al. (2015) for the ARs studied.
The blue-dashed line corresponds to a linear regression of all the data. The blue asterisks indicate the two
most extreme cases that are likely responsible for the apparently small slope of the blue-dashed line. The
black-continuous line represents a linear regression of the AR data indicated with black asterisks. The corre-
sponding slopes are provided in the panel. The red dotted line has a slope equal to unity and is included as a
reference (see the discussion in Section 5).

regression of the plot provides a slope close to 1 (0.82). Interestingly, if we use the def-
inition of the number of turns provided by Pevtsov, Maleev, and Longcope (2003) (their
Equation (1)) instead of our own expression from Equation (8), the obtained slope would
be very close to 1 because this would imply a change of Nα by a factor 1.27. The above
results imply that both definitions of the coronal number of turns, given by Equations (3)
and (8), could in principle be alternatively used within the limitations of their estimations.
However, the value of NH depends on the size of the region used to compute � and H . As
we discussed in Section 4.1, given the overestimation of H due to the requirements of the
extrapolation procedure, the actual choice of the observational box for � and computational
box for H calculations are rather arbitrary. A study of the effect of the selected boxes on the
computation of NH, for a small subset of the analyzed ARs, confirms this conclusion. For a
subset of five ARs, an increase by four times in the selected observational box size, keeping
the computational box fixed, produces an average reduction to half in the value of NH. It
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is worth remarking that this variation in NH due to changes in the box size relates to the
combined effect of the variation of H and �, since both are in general affected by the ob-
servational box size changes. Among the five studied ARs, in some cases the changes are
mainly due to variations in � and in others due to changes in both H and �. Therefore, it
is difficult to find a single explanation that applies to all studied cases. Since Nα , although
it depends on very strong approximations, does not have this kind of limitation, it appears
to be a more robust proxy for the number of turns. In what follows, we use Nα to compare
with the number of turns obtained in Poisson et al. (2015).

The parameter Nt shown in Table 1 corresponds to N̄t,c computed by Poisson et al.
(2015). This is the number of turns inferred from the mean tongue angle (see Section 1)
computed during the AR emergence. Nt is computed using an expression that assumes the
emergence of a magnetic-flux rope with a half-torus shape (see Equation (6) of Poisson
et al., 2015). The subscript “c” stands for “corrected”, because the computation includes a
correction to account for the effect of the magnetic tongues on the AR tilt.

Figure 5 shows the relation between Nα and Nt. Although with an appreciable dispersion,
the plot indicates a correlation between the two parameters. The handedness of the twist,
provided by the sign of Nα and Nt, is the same for most ARs. It is noteworthy that of the
few exceptions, two correspond to ARs with low values of Nα and Nt (one of them has
Nα = 0), indicating that their field configuration is very close to potential. The remaining
case (AR 10415) is the only one in the set with clearly different signs of Nα and Nt. We are
currently unable to determine whether this difference is due to errors in the α determination
or in the tongues procedure. Considering the tendency observed in the great majority of
the cases, we conclude that the relation between Nα and Nt values is reasonable within the
errors associated with the twist-determination procedure.

A linear regression that includes all of the data (the blue dashed line in Figure 5) indicates
a slope of 0.11. This slope appears to be too small considering the distribution of the points.
Indeed, the least-squares fit is known to be strongly affected by outlier points located far
away from the core of the distribution. Then, we included another regression, indicated with
a black continuous line, for which we removed the two extreme cases shown in blue. We
also used a robust fit, which minimizes the total distance of the data points to the straight
line (while the least-squares fit minimizes the square of this distance). The results of the
robust fit, with all data points, is close to the black line in Figure 5. This confirms the bias
introduced by the outlier points in the lower slope that were found with the least-squares fit
(blue dashed line).

To summarize, the previous results imply that Nt tends to be one order of magnitude
larger than Nα , being on average, according to the slope of the black line, six times larger.
We estimate that there are two main reasons for this, as follows.

Poisson et al. (2015) assumed Nt to be the total number of turns of a hypothetical half-
torus flux rope whose top emerged. In contrast, Nα counts only the number of turns for
the emerged part. This is likely to be the main reason why Nα and Nt differ on average
by a factor of six. Moreover, the fact that the analyzed ARs correspond to flux ropes that
have possibly emerged in different proportions might be one of the main factors behind the
dispersion observed in the plot of Figure 5. There is also a dispersive effect due to the errors
associated with the procedures to determine the different parameters.

Another possible source of dispersion could be the partial relaxation of twist due to the
production of active phenomena during the analyzed evolution. While Nt is an average com-
puted along the AR emergence phase, Nα is computed just around the date of maximum flux
emergence (see Section 3). Therefore, if the AR produced active events in the days or hours
before the Nα computation, this parameter could be smaller than it had been if no activity
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Figure 6 Histogram of Nα ,
obtained from Equation (8), for
the ARs listed in Table 1. The
mean and the standard deviation
of the data are provided.

were present. We analyzed this possibility by studying the relation between Nα and Nt as a
function of the total X-ray flux, measured by GOES, due to all of the active events produced
by each AR during the analyzed periods. Although we did not find any correlation support-
ing this possibility, we cannot completely discard the hypothesis that this effect is partially
present.

Comparing the statistical characteristics of both determinations (coronal and photo-
spheric) of the number of turns, Figure 6 shows that Nα has a broad and asymmetric distri-
bution for our AR set (a longer tail for higher values), which is similar to that of Nt shown in
Figure 14 of Poisson et al. (2015). The distribution of Nα has a mean of 0.05 and a standard
deviation of approximately 60 % of its mean value, which is again similar to what is found
for Nt.

To conclude, the results in Figures 5 and 6 indicate a direct relation between the twist
inferred at the photosphere and the corona and confirm the validity of the magnetic-tongue
method analyzed in Poisson et al. (2015) to have an early proxy of an AR twist.

6. Conclusions

We analyzed the magnetic twist of ARs, which we converted into the number of turns, in-
ferred from LFFF models of their coronal structures observed in SOHO/EIT and SDO/AIA
images. The main motivation was to compare our results with those obtained by Poisson
et al. (2015), who studied the same set of ARs and determined the number of turns of bipo-
lar ARs, considering the effect of magnetic tongues in observed line-of-sight photospheric
magnetograms. We found a reasonable consistency between the results from both determi-
nations, as follows.

We analyzed two alternative ways to obtain the number of turns from the LFFF mod-
els of the AR coronal field. In the first one, we related the magnetic helicity obtained from
the models to the number of turns [NH] of an equivalent twisted flux-tube with the same
magnetic helicity (see Equation (3)). In the second one, we directly related the force-free
parameter α from the models to the number of turns [Nα] derived for a classical flux-rope
configuration: the Lundquist constant-α model. In Appendix A, we also analyze the Gold–
Hoyle constant-twist case. We show that under reasonable approximations, α can be related
to the number of turns of an equivalent flux-rope (see Equations (8) and (14)). The com-
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parison between NH and Nα for the set of analyzed ARs indicates that the two alternative
determinations give close results.

Finally, we compared Nα with the parameter Nt given by Poisson et al. (2015). The plot
of Nα vs. Nt shows that both parameters have the same sign for almost all ARs. The dis-
tribution of points in the plot indicates a trend for which Nα ≈ 0.16Nt. In Section 5, we
concluded that the difference between the two parameters is mainly due to the definition of
Nt as the total number of turns of a half-torus flux rope that has partially emerged and the
definition of Nα (alternatively, NH) that corresponds only to the emerged part (i.e. the LFFF
model). The dispersion of Nα/Nt values could be due to the fact that different ARs are pro-
duced by flux ropes that have emerged to different degrees (fractions of the subphotospheric
flux-rope) and/or have had a different number of active events (in particular, in terms of
CMEs).
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Appendix A: Force-Free Flux Rope with Constant Twist:
The Gold–Hoyle Model

We consider the case of a flux tube with uniform twist, i.e. with b constant in Equation (5).
This corresponds to the so-called Gold–Hoyle flux-rope model. In this model α is a function
of r . The magnetic field of the rope in cylindrical coordinates is B = (0,Bθ (r),Bz(r)).
Writing the force-free Equation (1) in the form

(∇ × B) × B = 0 (9)

and using Equation (5), the components of the field can be solved and

Bz = B0

(1 + b2r2)
, Bθ = B0 r b

(1 + b2r2)
(10)

are obtained. Replacing these expressions in the force-free equation written in its usual form
∇ × B = αB and solving for α in any of the two components of the equation gives

α(r) = 2b

(1 + b2r2)
. (11)

This expression provides the dependence of α as a function of r . We define an average α

along the flux-tube radius [a] as

ᾱ = 1

a

∫ a

0

2b dr

(1 + b2r2)
= 2

a
arctan(ab). (12)

Solving this expression for b and using Equation (7), we find

Nᾱ = L

2πa
tan

(
ᾱa

2

)
. (13)
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Considering that in general ᾱa is small, tan( ᾱa
2 ) ≈ ᾱa

2 , and then using L = πD/2 for the
length of half a torus of diameter D:

Nᾱ ≈ ᾱD

8
. (14)

By replacing ᾱ by α, we recover the result of Equation (8). This demonstrates that con-
sidering reasonable approximations, the two most common flux-rope descriptions provide
similar relations between α and the number of turns, even though they are different in na-
ture (i.e. α is a constant for the Lundquist solution, and it depends on r for the Gold–Hoyle
model).
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